MATERNITY
SESSION GUIDE 2022

How to choose the perfect maternity photographer for your session.
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CHOOSING THE PROPER
LOCATION FOR YOUR SESSION
Studio where We Make YOU Look Fabulous!
Stuart Hasson Studios creates beautiful maternity portraits in our
custom Residential Studio which occupies the entire 1st floor of our
Residential Gallery business location.
Completely redesigned in 2020 for 100% Client Comfort, the studio
is capable of accommodating any lighting style or preference.
There’s a private changing room if you’ve got multiple outfits.
A makeup station for touchups. We even have Makeup Artists and
Hair Consultants available to help out.
Over 500 sq. ft. of studio space gives us plenty of room to get
creative and comfortable.
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CHOOSING THE PROPER
LOCATION FOR YOUR SESSION
What About At-Home Sessions?
For our clients who are more comfortable in their homes, our Mobile
studio is a quick setup to use your own home as the perfect setting
for your session. This comes in handy when you consider not having
to pack up and bring all of your outfits. We bring studio-type lighting
and location backdrops to make sure your session goes as smoothly
as possible.
What about outdoor sessions?
Outdoor sessions can be nice, but if Mother Nature does not
cooperate, is there enough time to reschedule? Perhaps, but why
risk it? We believe that having a guaranteed Studio Session, when
you’re feeling your best and ready to go is the best way to ensure
great results.
We strongly encourage bringing dad and any siblings to your session.
However, you and your tummy are the stars. Dad and other family
members, while terrific additions are the props that make the experience
more interesting and memorable. This will be your 1st Family Portrait.
I’m careful not to bring in distractions to take away from the experience.
Outdoor maternity sessions, milk baths, and a studio full of balloons
introduce unnecessary distractions that take away from our main focus.
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HOW TO PREPARE YOUR
WARDROBE FOR THE SESSION
How to prepare:
Start Planning Early: You don’t have to book or decide on a
photographer, but when you’ve decided that you’ll have this session,
Rule #1; Start planning for it.
Think about what’s most important to you for these photos. Poke
around the web (globally, not just locally) for ideas and to find a
style that resonates with you. Outfits, Locations (studio or outside),
who’s with you at the session…
Wardrobe-1: the clothes are important but NOT the most important
thing. Your beauty will show no matter what you’re wearing. Don’t
make it about the dress, but pick something you’ll be comfortable
wearing…
Wardrobe-2: How much skin do you want to show? It shouldn’t
be uncomfortable or weird. Showing your tummy right now, as big
as Life, is absolutely appropriate for some women. Showing your
bump is important, but a sheer form-fitting outfit can do that, too.
Pick a date for your session right around your 32nd week. Start
contacting Photographers about a month before that date. Talk
to at least 3 to get a feeling for who you’ll be hiring. Ask these
questions (link to Q’s to ask your photog) and pay attention to
how they’ll work with you to attain YOUR goals.
Have fun at your session because you’ve done all the hard
work already!
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HOW TO PREPARE YOUR
WARDROBE FOR THE SESSION
What I provide at every session
When you come for your session, we’ve already met to discuss (in
person or on the phone) what you’ll be bringing for your wardrobe.
I have many accessories to accentuate your look including Silks,
Scarves, Maternity nightgowns and lingerie, and miles of tulle for
that creative touch.
I always have fresh fruit, energy bars, and lots of juice and water for
when we take breaks and to keep your energy up.
The most important thing that I bring to every session is Patience.
My sessions are never rushed. We move at Your pace with your
energy level. There will be breaks for changing looks and to make
sure that I’m creating your Dream Portraits.
How I can help you choose the best outfit
Although I do provide several Maternity outfits for my clients to use
(free of charge), I strongly recommend visiting my friend, Emmanuel
at Emani Maternity, located in North Point Mall, Alpharetta. This
Maternity Clothing store is the best boutique maternity shop in
Atlanta. He’s got the perfect dress, gown, or sexy lingerie, just for
you. You won’t find a more sophisticated Maternity Fashion expert
anywhere in this area. When you make a purchase from Emmanuel,
tell him that I sent you and you’ll get a surprise gift (worth $100!)
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SHOWCASING YOUR PHOTOS
The value of the print
The value of image boxes & albums
The value of the Digital image.
Stuart Hasson is a Master Print Artist. His artwork hangs in the
homes of hundreds of families throughout Atlanta. His passion for
allowing his clients to see their portraits every day, large as life, is
at the heart of what he does. The quality of these Canvas Pieces is
unparalleled, backed by a Lifetime Guarantee. He feels that this is
the best and easiest way to enjoy your portraits every single day.
However, many of his clients desire intimate maternity portraiture.
Although beautiful, perhaps not appropriate for framed wall art
for the world to see. Over the years, he’s partnered with Album
companies and Folio Box artisans to create alternatives to
showcase your portraits, with moderation appropriate for the
essence of these collections. These Folio and Album collections
include Digital renditions the included portraits.
Digital Only packages are also an option. We offer all of your
portraits as Digital files, high resolution, ready to display in any
way you prefer.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT IS THE IDEAL TIME FOR MY MATERNITY PHOTO SESSION?
Every woman is different, but in our 35 years of photographing pregnant
women, we’ve learned that near the beginning of your 7th month (28 to 32
weeks) tends to be the sweet spot for pregnancy pictures. You’ve still got
good energy. Your tummy has a beautiful shape. Any you can still move
around and pose without discomfort.
WHERE IS YOUR STUDIO LOCATED?
My studio is located in the lower portion of my Residential Portrait Gallery
in Marietta Ga. It occupies the entire bottom floor, complete with private
changing room and lighted make-up table.
WHAT DOES THE PRICE OF THE MATERNITY SESSION INCLUDE?
The Creation Fees start at $245 – Please see the Programs that we offer.
Included in every Maternity Session:
Initial Portrait Design Consultation – Free with no obligation to
contract us.
Unconditional Money Back Guarantee – If we don’t fulfill our
promise, you don’t pay!
Our complete “Getting Ready” guide to let you know how best
to prepare.
Access to our full line of gowns, dresses, wraps and covers.
Professional Elegant posing guide.
Custom magazine-style image retouching.
Bottled water, protein bars, fresh fruit and snacks (to keep your
energy up!).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT SHOULD I WEAR FOR MY MATERNITY SESSION?
Every Mom-to-Be is different, so the outfits that you choose should certainly
fit your style and comfort level. We highly recommend Form-Fitting outfits to
accentuate your bump! As well as outfits that allows your tummy to show.
We chat about this in depth at your Complimentary Portrait Design Session.
If you’d like to find just the right outfit for your session, Emani Maternity in
North Point Mall has the best selection and a very knowledgeable helpful
staff to make recommendations.
DO YOU PROVIDE DRESSES/FABRICS/WRAPS?
Absolutely! We have a beautiful selection of dresses, fine silks and fabrics for
draping, as well as form fitting bodysuits and lace robes.
HOW MANY PHOTOS DO YOU TAKE DURING A
NORMAL MATERNITY SESSION?
The number of images created at your session is less important than the
Variety of images we will create. By offering greater variety of poses and
outfits (will your husband/partner be at the session?), you’ll be sure to get
many beautiful images to choose from. We normally give you more than
200 images to select from.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHEN AND HOW WILL I SELECT MY FAVORITE
IMAGES FROM MY SESSION?
Two to Three weeks after your session, we schedule an in person or virtual
Purchase and Reveal Session when you’ll see your gorgeous portraits for
the very first time.
Two Options:
1. Big Reveal: Schedule a time to come back to the studio to view your
portraits on our Giant Movie Screen, to see every detail and make your
selections. Refreshments and goodies make this a perfect prelude to
Date Night!
2. Interactive Live Reveal: Schedule on On-Line Live viewing of your
images with your photographer to make your selections.
Your Album or Prints will be ready to pick up in 3 – 4 weeks after
your selection.
WHY DO YOU RECOMMEND STUDIO MATERNITY
SESSIONS OVER OUTDOOR SESSIONS?
The Timing of your Maternity session is critical. You want to be far
enough along to be showing but not uncomfortable. We recommend
having your session near the beginning of your 7th month of pregnancy.
Outdoor sessions can be nice, but if Mother Nature does not cooperate, is
rescheduling possible? Perhaps, but why risk it? We believe that having a
guaranteed session time, when you’re feeling your best and ready to go is
the best way to ensure great results.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
CAN MY PARTNER OR MY CHILD BE IN THE PICTURES?
Yes! We actually encourage him to not miss out on this experience. We do
ask that if you are bringing your child or children, to please bring in help to
keep them occupied.
WHICH DAYS OF THE WEEK CAN I SCHEDULE MY SESSION?
We schedule sessions 7 days a week. In your Initial Design Consultation
(free), we’ll select the best time and date for your session.
I’VE NEVER BEEN PHOTOGRAPHED BY A PRO.
WILL YOU HELP ME POSE & GUIDE ME?
Everyone asks this! Of course we will help you every step of the way. Some
ladies are natural in front of the camera. Most are not. We gently coax you
into your natural position (everyone is different) so that your portraits look
natural and relaxed, just the way you want.
CAN I PURCHASE AN ALBUM FROM YOU?
Yes. Most of our clients purchase custom albums. We offer several different
styles with many different cover options. We also offer Elegant Folio Boxes
for prints and framed artwork for your walls.
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WHY YOU SHOULD
WORK WITH ME
Experience, I Listen and I care.
I’ve been creating beautiful pregnancy portraits since 1999. I like to
say that I’m a ‘Seasoned’ photographer with his ear to the ground.
Styles change. Fashion comes and goes,… then comes back again.
For Maternity Portraiture, the one constant over the years is a
Mom’s desire to create an elegantly unique, beautiful memory of
her pregnancy. Photography is the best way to do that and I know
how to do it very well.
I listen to you: what’s most important and why. Then we create the
artwork together. We Design your perfect maternity photo session.
You may not know exactly what you want right now. Yet after going
through my 4 step process of discovery, we’ll come up with a plan
for creating Artwork that will bring a smile to your face every time
you see it.
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